Ontology-based Representation of Context of Use in Digital Preservation
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Abstract. The fields of Digital Humanities and Digital Preservation are not yet enjoying the full potential of the Semantic Web and relevant technologies, largely due to the highly contextualized nature of their source materials. This paper addresses the issue of representing context and use-context (i.e. context of use) of digital content, by proposing an ontology-based representation approach, which is based on the LRM, an upper-level ontology for describing dependencies between digital resources.
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1 Introduction

The rapid advances in the domain of the Semantic Web and relevant technologies have yet to be leveraged in the field of Digital Humanities (DH), most probably due to the highly contextualized nature of their source materials [1]. Digital Preservation (DP) is a field in DH aimed at ensuring that digital information remains accessible and, thus, focuses on solutions that scale well along the temporal dimension.

Similarly to other fields within DH, DP does not yet enjoy the full potential of the Semantic Web, and faces a number of additional semantic challenges, like e.g. semantic and cultural ageing [2]. An array of recent research approaches attempts to address these challenges by providing solutions for dynamically discovering and invoking appropriate preservation services via Web Services [3], preserving the intelligibility/interpretability of digital objects [4], and effectively managing DP workflow risks via semantic risk management frameworks [5].
Building upon these approaches, the PERICLES project\(^1\) aims to address the challenge of ensuring that digital content remains accessible in an environment that is subject to continual change. In this setting, one of the key challenges addressed by PERICLES involves the representation of the use-context of digital objects (DOs), which entails information related to contexts of use of the DOs. This paper proposes an ontology-based approach for representing use-context, the extraction and analysis of which relates to issues like variations of digital content interpretations and can lead to deriving meaningful correlation links among content objects and use-contexts.

2 Related Work

Early studies discriminate context modelling approaches between key-value pairs, markup, graphical, object-oriented, logic-based and ontology-based, and identify key requirements: distributed composition, partial validation, quality of information, incompleteness and ambiguity, formality and applicability [6]. Another survey adopts the six aforementioned modelling approaches, but redefines simplicity, flexibility, extensibility, genericity and expressiveness as requirements [7]. A more recent study identifies key-value pairs and markup as outdated and less expressive. Thus, it considers modelling approaches as either object-role-based, spatial, ontology-based or hybrid, while key requirements are heterogeneity, mobility, relationships, timeliness, imperfection, reasoning, usability and efficiency [8]. Indeed, an investigation of existing models in literature, reveals that the most dominant approaches are either ontology-based [9, 10, 11] or graphical [12, 13].

Regarding content and domain, most context-modelling approaches so far revolve around the topic of pervasive computing, ambient intelligence and context-aware systems, such as smart homes [14], smart meetings [15], and less often museums [16] and eLearning domains [11]. Overall, the most common concepts in context modelling tend to be Person and Device [9, 16, 17]. Examining approaches per domain, the ones in pervasive computing typically consider environmental parameters (e.g. weather, temperature, light and sound), location, user preferences, applications and services [13]. Approaches in the museum domain consider smart tour guides, but still model persistent items such as exhibits, exhibitions, artwork and media [18], as does the proposed model for DP. However, context of use is only captured in [11], which considers eLearning items used during learning design or certain activities. On the other hand, this work is aimed at DP and, therefore, has to consider rather different concepts, such as persistent content, dependencies and context of use.

3 The Linked Resource Model (LRM)

The Linked Resource Model (LRM) [19] is an upper-level ontology designed to provide a principled way for modelling evolving ecosystems, and related occurring changes. This means that, in addition to existing preservation metadata models which

---

\(^1\) PERICLES FP7 project: http://www.pericles-project.eu/
aim to ensure that records remain accessible and usable over time, the LRM also aims to model how changes to the ecosystem can be captured, along with their impact. We assume that a policy governs the dynamic aspects related to changes at all times (e.g. conditions required for a change to happen and/or impact of changes). As a consequence, LRM’s properties are dependent on the policy being applied and, thus, most of the defined concepts are related to what the policy expects.

At its core, the LRM defines the ecosystem by means of participating resources and dependencies among them – the lrm prefix refers to the LRM namespace. Resources represent any physical, digital, conceptual, or other kind of entity in the universe of discourse of the LRM. A resource can be either abstract, representing the abstract part of a resource (e.g. the idea or concept of an artwork), or concrete, representing the physical extension of an entity. These entities can be related through the lrm:realizedAs predicate, expressing, for example, that a video file is an element of the concrete realization of an abstract art piece. An abstract resource can be connected to more than one concrete resources through a container class, lrm:AggregatedResource.

Dependencies constitute the core concept of the LRM and describe the context under which change in one or more entities has an impact on other entities of the ecosystem. Besides the involved entities (indicated by properties lrm:from and lrm:to, which also indicate the directionality of the dependency), the description of a dependency also includes its intention and specification, as described later.

4 Representing Context and Use-context

In order to validate the models and their applicability, we have integrated the representations adopted into the domain-specific ontologies developed within PERICLES, which model resources relevant to the digital preservation of (a) digital video art (DVA), (b) software-based art (SBA), and, (c) born-digital archives (BDA). For the representation of digital entities, we reuse and extend several constructs from LRM, as described subsequently. More comprehensive descriptions of the ontologies can be found in [19, 20].

In the domain ontologies, the notion of lrm:Dependency is adopted for representing relations between digital objects and associated entities (e.g. media players, relevant software, etc.) that may further affect the functioning or display or existence of a DO. We extend the aforementioned notion into: (a) Hardware dependencies, which specify hardware requirements for a resource; (b) Software dependencies that indicate the dependency of a resource or activity on a specific software; (c) Data dependencies, which imply the requirement of some knowledge, data or information (e.g. passwords, configuration files, input from web services, etc.).

We represent context via associations between key classes lrm:Agent, lrm:Activity and lrm:Resource. More specifically, when relating an activity to a resource, the latter can be either (a) the resource that is affected by the activity, or (b) a resource that was used during the activity execution. In other words, a target resource is the one mainly handled by the activity (e.g. created, borrowed, destroyed),
while used resources are those manipulated for the activity execution (e.g. equipment, software, hardware, etc.).

On the other hand, the representation of use-context capitalises on lrm:Dependency and its associated notions of intention that specifies what a dependency intends to express, and specification that thoroughly describes the dependency itself and its context. Thus, in order to turn dependencies into meaningful correlation links among resources and use-contexts, we have added a set of predefined intention types for representing all relevant dependency occasions. Below is a description of the proposed intention types:

- **Dependencies with a conceptual intention** are aimed at modelling the intended “meaning” of the resource (e.g. artwork) by its creator, according to the way he/she meant for the artwork to be interpreted/understood.
- **Dependencies with a functional intention** represent relations relevant to the proper, consistent and complete operation of the resource.
- **Dependencies with a compatibility intention** model compatible software or hardware components which may operate together or as substitutional components for availability, obsolescence or other reasons.
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**Fig. 1.** All three types of dependencies combined together to attribute a complicated scenario of dependencies with functional intention.

Fig. 1 displays an instantiation example from the BDA domain that demonstrates how the representation of use-context in our models is achieved through lrm:intention and lrm:specification. The scenario represents the normalisation activity applied on a digital item, e.g. on a text file (see item_3 in Fig. 1). Through the normalisation process, an access file is created from the initial one; the original file is in the format used by the creator, while the access format of the created file is defined by the archival policy, followed by the normalisation software used. In terms of the BDA ontology, this instantiates a software dependency of the normalisation activity on the used software. Additionally, there is a hardware dependency of the normalisation software on the hardware required in order for the software to run. The
overall normalisation process also depends on the existence of the initial text file, and this information can be presented through a respective data dependency.

The intention of all three types of dependencies appearing in the figure is functional, meaning that all the required resources modelled in this example affect the functionality of the resources for which the dependencies were implemented (see \texttt{lrm:from} property). Also, for the sake of brevity, all hardware requirements are summarised as a computer system (\texttt{computer_1}) capable of running the software. However, the example could be easily extended to show hardware dependencies from specific components (such as CPU speed, RAM space, etc.).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The paper proposes a novel, ontology-based representation for modelling context and use-context of digital resources in the DP field. At the core of the proposed representation lies the LRM, an upper ontology for modelling dependencies between DOs. Dependencies in the LRM are explicitly augmented with rich semantics, for modelling the underlying preconditions, intentions, specifications and impacts. Capitalising on these constructs, our scheme proposes a set of predefined dependency and intention types that efficiently represent the context and use-context of DOs. A sample instantiation demonstrating the introduced notions was also presented in the paper.

Our future goals are aimed at taking full advantage of LRM’s capabilities, by adopting its dynamic schema (the current work considers only the static LRM part), in order to further enrich the representation of the context of use. Another aim is to investigate the implementation of mechanisms for automated use-context extraction. This could be implemented in collaboration with suitable software tools (e.g. PET [21]) for extracting information from the environment of a DO.
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